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AUTHOR’S NOTE
In the dreary months of Finnish spring, in the midst of the global pandemic,
I have searched far and wide for something to bring me joy. By which I mean:
I sat at my desk and made a list of things I knew I liked, then crossed out most
of it and started doodling flowers.
Couple of days later, I had an idea that I couldn’t get out of my head, so
I have drafted and laid a sample spread of the plant guide and uploaded it to
the Internets.
Twenty-four hours later I knew I’m about to write a book. If not ‘due to popular
demand,’ then at least highly motivated by it. You’ve asked for it, now you have
to read it. Hope you’ll enjoy the experience.
Contrary to basically everything about the style of this book, this is a work of
fiction. With all my love for botany and science in general, Herbalist’s Primer
is not a scientific publication. And it definitely is not a medical guide. Please
do not follow any medical advice included in it; I did the research but I did not
do that kind of research. And even if I did, would you really trust me with your
life? (Please, don’t.)
What it’s also not is an occult book. While I adore the occult, it has proven
impossible to do justice to the topic within the confines of this single book.
I might need to write another one.
Go and apply the lore included in the Primer to your tabletop roleplaying
adventures. Do not apply it to your wounds. The book will get dirty.
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INTRODUCTION
This book is an introductory course in
herbalism designed for beginners in the
craft. For fictional beginners.
In fact, this book is a work of fiction, created
solely because of the author's incessant
curiosity of natural sciences, folklore,
myth, and occult, as well as her love of
tabletop roleplaying and worldbuilding.
As stated before, this is not a book for
a real-world practicing herbalist, although
they might enjoy the magical and spiritual
side of their art. This is not a medicinal
guide, and neither the author nor the
publisher accept any responsibility of
using this advice outside the fictional and
fantastical worlds. This is also not a guide
to herbal magic, as it mixes way too many
stories, legends, and magical traditions to
be considered useful for anybody but the
most chaotic and discordian practitioners.
What is it, then?
Herbalist's Primer is a book of plant lore.
Think of it as a repository of interesting
notes from the intersection of botany,
ethnobotany, folklore, occult, and
gaming material—a hopefully amusing
and useful mix of interesting facts and
opinions expressed about various plants
at some points in the known history of
humankind. While written as a guide for
beginner herbalists, healers, alchemists,
and magicians, it is just a work of whimsy
compiled by a librarian cursed (or
blessed) with a penchant for fanciful and
overblown research.

It is a labor of love and pursued interest,
growing out from the seeds sown by all
of the gardeners, herbalists, botanists,
pharmacists, tincture-makers, storytellers, librarians, and witches surprisingly
common in the author's genealogical tree.
Following in their footsteps, the author
has the immense pleasure of presenting
this book—hopefully first in the series of
primers mixing natural sciences with the
occult and roleplaying games.
Within the fiction of this book, an
unnamed organization advises a beginner
herbalist on how to start a career in the
field (pun, like all others in the book,
entirely intended). It does not assume
that you, as either the reader or the
student, possess any prior knowledge of
botany, medicine, or magic—neither does
it aim to teach anything but the basics.
For those interested in the topic outside
of pure entertainment, the author highly
advises further learning, structured or
unstructured, as well as field experience
or an apprenticeship to an established
herbalist.
For all intents and purposes, this book
uses the ethnobotanical definition of herb,
that is a plant or plant-based substance
used for its medicinal, culinary, magical, or
properties, including its religious, cultural,
or symbolic uses. This approach allowed the
author to call both a dandelion and myrrh
'a herb,' only differentiating between the
spices, herbs, incenses, resins, etc. when
pertinent to the subject at hand.
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BOOK CONTENTS

The first section, Lore Primer, introduces
basic concepts of botany, herbalism, and
herbal magic. It has been designed to cover all the bases and provide you with the
lore and vocabulary useful in writing or
playing a herbalist. From photosynthesis
to maceration to harvest festivals, you will
find a collection of useful terms and concepts to inspire your future research.
Please note that while the Basics of Botany
and Basics of Herbalism cover material that
may be considered real-world accurate, Basics of Herbal Magic makes no such claims.
The material covered there tries to encompass many magical traditions, and while
the practitioners of Wicca or hermetic,
ceremonial magick will find many familiar
elements there, this chapter is not meant
to present any specific magical or spiritual
collection of beliefs and practices.
The following section, Plant Guide, is the
core of Herbalist's Primer. Introducing 100
notable plants of folklore, medicine, and
occult, it mixes facts and whimsy in various
proportions. The Sample Plant entry provides additional context for each module.
The opening descriptions are honestto-science botany, at least as far as the author can tell. The same applies to the scale
and the accompanying table.
The illustrations have been drawn based
on material found in old herbals and in
photographs, either taken by the author or
available in the Public Domain.
The notes on habitat and cultivation are
also rooted in science, although they may
contain traces of magic and superstition,
which should be easy to identify. This section is carefully kept setting-agnostic: you
won't find real-world distribution there, as
it would render the Plant Guide unusable in
fantasy worlds. For those, look in References chapter in the Appendices or just put the
scientific name in your web browser.
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Foraging and Preparation is also as factual
as possible, unless the author managed to
find interesting and colorful bits of folklore regarding the plant. The lack of scientific backing to those methods of harvesting should be self-explanatory.
The culinary use, if possible, refers to real-world use of plants in various cuisines.
No recipes are included due to spatial
limitations, but hopefully it will provide
enough inspiration to look deeper into the
subject of delicious plant-based dishes.
Medicinal Properties are based mostly on
ethnobotany, herbalism, and traditional
medicine. Not all of the purported properties have been confirmed by science, but—as
we discuss in Basics of Herbalism chapter—
it does not necessarily mean they are incorrect. Again, this is not medical advice; the
author is not a doctor or a certified herbalist,
nor does she desire to be one.
The notes on magical properties are, of
course, where botany exits, pursued by
a bear. This section has been compiled
based on numerous sources: myths, legends, half-remembered stories the author
heard in her childhood, superstitions, folk
songs, local traditions, Pliny the Elder's
imagination, old and modern occult, fantasy novels, pop-magic, New Age books,
roleplaying game handbooks, and poetic
licence. Most sources are listed in Bibliography and References; many are untraceable as the author has failed to remember
where she read or heard the thing.
The science dutifully comes back to the
stage in Poisonous Properties, to supply
basic information about the doses, symptoms, and antidotes wherever possible.
Please bear in mind that this book is not
a medical guide—in case of non-fictional
poisoning, contact a healthcare professional instead of heeding any advice included in the Herbalist's Primer. For more
general information, refer to the Toxins &
Antidotes chapter in the following section.

The following section, Practical Herbalist, contains empirical applications of
herbalism. It provides basic information
on methods of creating different types of
herbal preparation, discusses necessary
tools, and provides simple recipes. After
that, in Toxins & Antidotes, we discuss matters of poisons, symptoms, and antidotes,
as known to modern toxicology. Gardening
& Cultivation provides the absolute basics
of permaculture, composting, pest control, and other related subjects.
The last section of the book, Appendices,
contains all the material that either did
not fit the setting-agnostic approach of the
book or that is simply more convenient inserted at the end of the volume. This covers
convenient tables of medicinal use (based
on the properties described in the Plant
Guide), magical and astrological correspondences, and language of flowers based
on 19-century British and American guides
to floriography.
Botanical Latin Primer and Plant Generation Tables are two appendices created for
worldbuilders; the first makes it easy to
come up with 'scientific' names for custom
plants and the second facilitates creation
of fantastical plants with random medicinal and magical properties and quirks. To
follow that up, Adventure Seeds provides
over 40 plot hooks for a writer or game
master looking for inspiration.
References returns to the roots of Herbalist's Primer, providing additional context
for plants described within, listing sources, discussing cultural significance and
real-world application. The annotated Bibliography supplies a list of general primary
and secondary sources used by the author.
Plant Location Guide sorts the 100 plants
by biome, for easy use in worldbuilding,
while Plant Visual Guide lets you pick one
by color or by dropping dice on the page.
The alphabetical Index closes off the volume, covering all plant names, processes,
recipes, etc.
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LORE PRIMER
This chapter introduces basic terms and
concepts needed to take the full advantage
of Herbalist's Primer. We make no assumptions about the level of knowledge you may
possess when approaching the topic of
herbalism—after all, none of us are born
with this lore, and we should celebrate
the opportunities to learn something new
each day. As long as we are learning something new, we are making progress.
Lore Primer starts with the Basics of
Botany, the branch of science investigating
the plant kingdom. We start with core
definitions, the current classification
system, and notes on processes necessary
in plants' lives: reproduction, nutrition,
transpiration, and respiration.
Afterwards, we delve into various forms
of plants and their parts, discussing their
function and use. This section provides
you with the vocabulary necessary to
describe plants encountered in the wild,
identify them in herbals, and follow the
recipes for the practical application.
Basics of Herbalism is a short introduction
of theory and practice of herbal medicine.
It discusses the demarcation line between
herbalism and its anti-scientific counterpart, paraherbalism, pointing out the
necessity of following proper procedures.
Furthermore, we introduce active constituents—chemicals and compounds that
give plants their medicinal, culinary, and
poisonous properties, waiting to be seized
and used by a skilled herbalist.

In this section, we also introduce the most
popular methods of harvesting and processing plant material for future use. The
included list of common medicinal effects
will let you understand the Plant Guide and
the recipes covered in the Practical Herbalist chapter.
The last section of this chapter covers
the basics of herbal magic, that is of using
herbs in magical practice. We understand
that this part might not be of interest to
all herbalism; however, the concepts described within are commonly found in old
primary sources, and may come in handy
when studying and interpreting older herbals and handbooks of herbal medicine.
We discuss the provenance of magical
properties and methods of amplifying the
power contained within plant material.
Notes on magic symbols, elements, colors,
and popular festivals are included, as well
as matters of ethics of magic.
While Basics of Herbal Magic describes
concepts that find their place in many
magical traditions, it is not meant as an
introduction to any specific school of
magic. Follow a tradition that fits your
system of beliefs and feels natural—or
create your own. Remember that you owe
respect to those who have created the
spells and rituals you are keen to embrace:
do your research, learn the roots, and
respect the boundaries set by other
practitioners. Certain rites might not be
for you to perform.
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Basics of Botany
Botany, also known as plant science or phytology, is a branch of science that busies itself
with the organisms in the plant kingdom.
Most definitions consider only 'green plants'
the 'real plants,' which includes most organisms using photosynthesis for nutrition, and
excludes red and brown algae (which do photosynthetize), fungi, and bacteria. However,
as not all 'green plants' use photosynthesis
(like parasitic plants), the definitions of
plants vary, and the minutiae of definitions
rarely matter in practice.
For the purposes of this book, 'green
plants' are a good enough definition, encompassing vascular plants, mosses, liverworts, hornworts, and green algae. Most of
the plants used in herbalism are vascular,
which means land-dwelling plants with
a specialized tissue for transporting water and minerals trough out the plant (the
xylem) and separate tissue for conducting
products of photosynthesis (the phloem).
Taxonomy, a scientific system of naming,
defining, and classifying groups of biological organisms, uses a hierarchical order to
assign specific plants to their correct place
in the system. Modern systematic taxonomy
is striving to reflect the evolutionary relationships between organisms, not just their
physical similarities. In effect, plants get
renamed or reclassified as our understanding of the world deepens, and the system is
sometimes reconfigured as classification
groups can be merged or split apart.

LIFE
(all cellular life)
DOMAIN: Eukarya
(organisms whose cells have a nucleus
enclosed within a nuclear envelope)
KINGDOM: Plantae
(multicellular organisms,
predominantly photosynthetic)
PHYLUM
(evolutionary group)
CLASS
(defined by level of organization,
e.g. Magnoliopsida)
ORDER
(wide group of related plants, e.g. Rosales)
FAMILY
(defined by vegetative and reproductive
qualities, e.g. Rosaceae, roses)
GENUS
(distinct, small group of plants, eg. Malus)
SPECIES
(specific plant, e.g. Malus domestica,
orchard apple tree)
CULTIVAR
(an assemblage of plants that have been
selected for a desirable characteristic,
e.g. taste, color)
Fig. 2.1 Modern Botanical Taxonomy
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REPRODUCTION

SEXUAL. Reproduction through seeds,
using genetic material from two parents.
In case of flowering plants, the flowers
need to be pollinated to set seed. The
seeds may be naked (such as conifers or
other gymnosperms) or contained inside
an ovary (such as roses or other flowering
plants known as angiosperms).
ASEXUAL. Reproduction through clones
(genetically identical offspring), bulbs,
corms, tubers, rhizomes, or stolons.
SPORES. Ferns and horsehairs reproduce
through alternating sexual and asexual
generations. They produce haploid male
and female spores. During the gametophytic phase, these unicellular spores
grow into multicellular gametes. Two
gametes fuse to form a zygote. In the sphorophytic phase, this zygote grows from
a young to mature spohorphyte producing
a new generation of spores.

NUTRITION

PHOTOSYNTHESIS. Land plants require energy from the Sun, carbon dioxide from the air, and water from the
soil. The plant uses chloroplasts (plant
cell organelles containing the green pigment chlorophyll) to split carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen, add water,
and form carbohydrates (starches and
sugars). Oxygen is a by-product and gets
returned to the environment.
PARASITIC PLANTS. Stealing water and
nutrients (and in case of fully parasitic
plants—holoparasites—also fixed carbon) from other plants through modified
roots, called haustoria, which penetrate
the host organism. Some are able to locate
potential hosts by detecting chemicals in
the air or soil.
CARNIVOROUS PLANTS. Feeding on
insects and other arthropods, usually
in addition to photosynthesis, to supplement the diet of nitrogen-poor soils.

FERTILIZATION

The process of artificial nutrition, providing chemical elements to the environment
around the plant. See Gardening and Cultivation, p. 274.

RESPIRATION

The opposite of photosynthesis. Here
plants use stored sugars and oxygen to
produce energy for cellular growth and
building new tissues. Respiration can take
place in numerous plant organs (leaves,
stems, roots), and can occur in both the
presence and absence of light.

TRANSPIRATION

The process of water movement throughout the plant, as well as the evaporation
of water through pores (stomata) on aboveground tissues (leaves, flower, stems).
The water is absorbed through the roots
and pulled upwards through the xylem to transport minerals from the soil
through the plant, move sugars and other
chemicals, maintain hydrostatic (turgor)
pressure within cells, and cool the plant
through evaporation. It is a necessary
process which uses about 90 percent of
the water that enters the plant's roots,
and happens fastest in hot, dry, and windy
weather—which is when you should pay
special attention to watering.

LIGHT

Save for holoparasitic plants which do not
use photosynthesis, light is a vital environmental factor affecting all plant growth.
Plants have different requirements regarding lights quantity (intensity of sunlight; full exposure, semi-shade, or shade),
quality (specific color or wavelength; blue
light stimulates leaf growth; red light
combined with blue stimulates flowering),
and duration (amount of time a plant is
exposed to light). The light often correlates with temperatures and optimal
growing conditions.
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HABIT
A characteristic shape and form of bodily
appearance of an organism. Can only be
understood if the plant is provided with
roots or seen growing in nature.
HERBACEOUS. Plant with soft stem whose
aerial portion is relatively short-lived. Might
be annual (living for one season), biennial
(growing leaves in the first year and setting
seeds in the second, then dying), or perennial (living longer than two years).
SHRUB. Perennial, woody plant, relatively
low lying, usually with several stems growing from the ground or near the ground. No
clear trunk.

EPIPHYTE. Plant growing on other plants,
but not using them for nutrition (vanilla).
PARASITE. Plant growing and feeding on
other plants; exclusively (holoparasite,
broomrape) or partially (hemiparasite,
mistletoe).
SAPROPHYTE. Plant growing in places rich
in decaying organic matter (ghost pipe).
INSECTIVORE. Plant trapping and digesting small insects (Venus flytrap).
SYMBIONT. Organisms living together in
a way that is mutually beneficial to all parties (lichens, mycorrhiza).

C

TREE. Perennial, woody plant with a single trunk and usually multiple branches,
growing much larger than shrubs. In most
trees, the trunk is covered in bark.

CLIMBER. Plant with long and thin stems,
attaching itself to nearby objects with
hooks, roots, or vines (ivy).

ROOTS
A part of the plant providing anchorage
and absorbing water and nutrients. Roots
usually grow below ground, but many exceptions and variations exist.
TAPROOT. A large, central, dominant root,
usually straight, thick, tapering, and growing directly downwards. In some plants, it
is a storage organ (carrot).
FIBROUS ROOT SYSTEM. A system built
from multiple thin, moderately branching
roots growing from the stem (grasses).
ADVENTITIOUS. Roots growing from the
stem, branches, leaves, or old woody roots
(clover, ivy, willow).
AERIAL. Roots growing entirely above
ground (orchids).

AERATING. Roots growing above ground
or water, used for breathing, not nutrition.
COARSE. Thick, woody roots specializing
in transport of nutrients and providing
structure to fine roots.
FINE. Thin roots specialized in uptake of
water and nutrients.
STRUCTURAL. Woody, thick roots providing mechanical support to shrubs and trees.
SURFACE. Roots growing underground,
close to the surface. Good for anchoring
the plant to the ground.
TUBEROUS. Fleshy, enlarged roots for water or nutrient storage (sweet potato). Do
not confuse with stem tubers (potato, yam).
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FRUITS
Seed-bearing, mature structures of flowering plants, formed from the ovary after
blooming. They can be simple, aggregate,
or composite.
In common language, the name 'fruit' is
used for the fleshy, seed-associated parts
of the plant that are usually edible in the
raw state. From the botanical standpoint,
'fruits' are also nuts, bean pods, corn kernels, tomatoes, and grains.

SIMPLE FRUITS

Developing from a single ovary of a single
flower. May have accessory parts.
DRY. Fruits commonly known as nuts,
legumes, achenes, capsules, and samaras. Some of them automatically burst
open on ripening and discharge their
seeds (dehiscent: calabar bean, witch
hazel), others do not split open on their
own (indehiscent: oak, wheat).
FLESHY. Fruits with fleshy, usually
sweet or sour, fruit wall (pericarp).
Berry. Pulpy, few- or many-seeded
fruit, in which the entire outer layer
of the ovary ripens into usually edible
pericarp (tomato, grape).
Drupe. Fleshy fruit with a single
seed, with separate skin-like epicarp,
edible mesocarp, and hard and stony
endocarp (cherry, plum).
Pome. Fleshy, fused fruits surrounded by thalamus, often in the Rosaceae
family (apple, rose).
Hesperidium. Fleshy fruit with
distinct chambers and rind
(lemon, orange).
Balausta. Similar to berry, with
tough pericarp (pomegranate).

AGGREGATE FRUITS

Developing from a flower with multiple
free carpels, all of which ripen together, and may seem like a single fruit. They
might be aggregates of drupes (raspberry),
achenes (strawberry), follicles (calotropis),
or berries (sugar-apples).

COMPOSITE FRUITS

Composed from multiple closely associated fruits, derived from a whole inflorescence and forming one body at maturity
(pineapple, mulberry, fig).

SEED DISPERSAL

Fleshy fruits usually depend on animals
to eat and disperse the seeds—the fruits
are taken, carried away, and the seeds discarded at a distance from the parent plant,
sometimes after passing through the animal's digestive system. Dry fruits usually depend on physical forces, like wind
or water, and sometimes produce winglike or parachute-like structures helping
them catch the wind. Some dry fruits have
evolved propulsive mechanisms that fling
the seeds at a large distance without any
help from the environment.

OTHER METHODS
OF REPRODUCTION

Non-flowering plants, like ferns and horsehair, do not produce fruits and seeds and
instead propagate through spores, often
dispersed by wind.
Many flowering plants can also propagate
through asexual reproduction, for example produce new plants from rhizomes,
bulbs, tubers, or even building whole clonal colonies through adventitious roots. The
world's largest living organism is a clonal colony of quaking aspen, comprising
47,000 clones of a single tree, connected by
the root system.
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PLANT GUIDE
The following pages introduce 100 plants
commonly employed by herbalists. The
herbs hail from various climate zones and
biomes, but all have been used for generations in culinary, medicinal, or magical
practice. We have chosen them carefully, to provide an accurate representation
of various divisions, classes, orders, and
families. The plants included in this
guide range from tiny ferns to massive
trees, from ornamental flowers to noxious weeds, from popular spices to potent
toxins. They all carry a potential to heal,
harm, protect, or feed, and none of them is
more important than the other.
In this guide, we have treated equally all
plant-based herbalism material, whether it is the whole herb that is used, or just
the resin or seeds. We strongly believe
that each of those plants has its place and
value in the environment, much higher
than their utility in the hands of a healer
or a magician. We also believe that a true
herbalist should know more than just how
to use herbs in their daily practice, but
also how to find, identify, and cultivate
them—and how to ensure they will still be
there when the need for them arises the
next time.
For that reason, the entries introduce
the basic botanical description, notes on
natural habitat and cultivation, as well as
foraging and processing advice. Whether the plant is encountered in the wild or
in a garden, we have provided methods of

sustainable harvesting and permaculture.
Depending on the plant, we have also listed their culinary, medicinal, magical, and
poisonous properties, together with most
popular uses and recipes. Due to spatial
constraints, the information provided
is not exhaustive, but it should cover the
needs of a beginner herbalist. For more
detailed knowledge, use sources listed in
Bibliography on p. 346 or search for additional details in References on p. 306.
Each entry includes a colorful illustration
showing parts of the plant most useful in
identification. We have focused on elements most important from the herbalist's point of view, including the close-up
drawings of plant material as available
from sellers. The scale reference shows the
plant in its natural habitat of growth.
As an introduction to the plant guide. We
have included a sample entry in order
to elaborate on each section of the plant
guide and explain the technical structure
and symbols used. This provides a deeper look into the methodology of the plant
guide, as well as references to other parts
of this book where appropriate.
For convenience, we have arranged the
plants in alphabetical order by their
common name. The appendix includes
two indices and several tables allowing
the reader to search for the herbs through
other names, locations, as well as by their
magical and medicinal properties.
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SAMPLE PLANT

b.

a.

c.

Fig. 3.0 Sample Plant
a. flowering bramch of Datura stramonium;
b. fresh fruit; c. ripe fruit and seeds

medicinal

protective

edible

psychoactive

poisonous
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Scale
reference:
plant vs.
adult witch
(180 cm,
including
the hat)

Family
Habitat

scientific name | popular name
general climate and biome

Size

above ground parts, in metric

Life cycle

annual, biennial, or perennial

Foraging

parts used in herbalism

Flowers

color and time of blooming

Leaves

color, shape, or orientation

Sample Plant
Scientific name

Also known as: Lorem Ipsum.
Placeholder.

A concise description of the plant for quick reference, listing the basic morphological
properties and use in culinary arts, medicine, and magic practice.

DESCRIPTION

The morphology of the plant: the habit of
growing and descriptions of characteristic
elements allowing for easy identification.
Where appropriate, includes notes on the
scent, texture, and taste. In case of entries
describing more than one species, it lists
the most popular ones and their common
properties. If necessary, also includes
plants that might be misidentified as the
plant described, especially if it might cause
an accidental poisoning.

HABITAT AND CULTIVATION

Describes the location, climate, and type of
terrain native for the plant in its wild state.
Includes notes on rarity and commercial
value, as well as cultivation advice. Lists
the soil, moisture, and sunlight exposure
preferred by the plant, as well as notes on
pollination, use as a companion plant, and
effect on their environment.

FORAGING AND PREPARATION

Notes on the correct time and method of
harvesting and processing the plant material, including special requirements and
conditions for achieving the highest potency
of preparations. Where necessary, lists the
tools needed for safe foraging. Magical conditions, popular misconceptions and superstitions about the harvesting process, if they
exist, are also described for reference.

CULINARY PROPERTIES

The use of the plant in culinary arts, listing
edible parts and the basic methods of preparing them. In case of herbs widely used,
especially common spices, includes types
of dishes that benefit from addition of the
plant and popular flavor combinations with
other herbs.

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES

Describes the common uses of the plant in
medicine, listing main complaints and diseases that might be treated. Where pertinent, notes the best methods of preparation
and application, especially in case of herbs
that might have adverse effects if misused.
Includes notes on contraindications. For
convenience, the medicinal properties of
plants are organized by ailment in the table
on p. 282.

MAGICAL PROPERTIES

Includes notes on main uses of the plant in
magical practice, from their general properties to specific spells, rituals, and method of
application. For brevity, they have been described in a prescriptive manner, but the exact application will vary between the practitioners and magical traditions. Note that the
magical properties might sometimes appear
contradictory; the magical practice is not an
exact science, and the will and intentions of
the magician may strengthen or twist the
natural magical correspondence of the herb.
For more information, see Basics of Herbal
Magic, p. 32.
In cases of magical practices not befitting
a respectable magician, like necromancy or
compulsion magic, the uses have been noted but without details allowing to perform
such spells or rituals.

POISONOUS PROPERTIES

If applicable, lists active, toxic compounds
in the plant. Includes notes on the highest
concentration, dangerous dosage, potential for accidental poisoning, and common
symptoms. Where possible, the antidote and
treatment are also provided. For more information, see Toxins & Antidotes, p. 268.
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ACONITE

c.
b.

d.

e.

a.

Fig. 3.1 Aconite
a. flowering top; b. dried seeds;
c. seed pods; d. leaf; e. root

Family
Habitat

temperate, mountainous, damp
and shady areas

Size

50–150 cm

Life cycle

perennial

Foraging

whole plant

Flowers
Leaves
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Ranunculaceae | buttercups

blue and purple, June–August
dark green palmate with no stipules

Aconite
Aconitum napellus

Also known as: Monkshood. Blue Rocket.
Friar’s Cap. Wolfsbane.

A highly-toxic herb with multiple purple flowers, commonly used in production of
poisons, vermin repellents, anti-inflammatory medicines, and potions of flight.

DESCRIPTION

The dark green stem is covered in dark
green palmate leaves and ends in erect
clusters of purple flowers in the shape of
monks’ hoods. The flowers attract plentiful
bees. The roots are pale in the shade when
young, in time assuming a dark brown color. The flavor is bitter and acrid, and the
petals have little, if any, odor.

HABITAT AND CULTIVATION

Aconite flourishes in damp woods and on
lower mountain slopes of temperate regions, particularly in moisture-retentive
soil and in the shade. Popular and easy to
cultivate, it is commonly used in ornamental gardens.

FORAGING AND PREPARATION

The root is the most potent part of an aconite
plant; forage in late autumn, using gloves.
Clean it in cold water, dry in the open air, and
keep safe from vermin, stored in closed vessels. Gather the rest of the plant while fresh,
especially when it starts flowering. Use it
without further preparation.

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES

In minute doses, the fresh, flowering plant
has anti-inflammatory properties. A tincture
of aconite reduces fever and inflammation,
acts as a diuretic and diaphoretic. It is useful
in fighting off feverish colds and the first
stages of pneumonia. Finely chopped and
brewed root creates a cure against bites of
venomous critters when applied externally,
and is an antidote to physostigmine.
In some cases, use the tincture of aconite
in hypodermic injections, primarily to
relieve the pain of neuralgia, rheumatism,
and lumbago.

MAGICAL PROPERTIES

Aconite is one of the critical ingredients of
potions and ointments allowing flight (see
Flying Ointment, p. 257). Use fresh aconite
as a repellent of venomous creatures. Dried
aconite petals are a common ingredient
in building ritual circles of protection, especially in areas inhabited by werewolves
and vampires; aconite also impedes their
shape-shifting abilities (see Shapeshifter's
Bane, p. 259). Several species of Aconitum,
including A. napellus, have narcotic properties, lending themselves to divination magic and communing with spirits.

POISONOUS PROPERTIES

One of the most toxic plants of the temperate climate, the plant—especially the
root—contains from 0.3 to 1 percent alkaloidal matter, consisting of aconitine (crystalline, acrid, and highly toxic) with the
alkaloids benzaconine (picraconitine) and
aconine. Even the smallest dose ingested
invokes tingling of the mouth and numbness, soon extending to the entire surface
of the body; strangling sensation in the
throat and difficulty swallowing; a sense of
sinking and pain in the epigastrium; nausea
and salivation followed by violent vomiting;
great prostration, cold extremities, staring
eyes. See p. 268 for advice on antidotes.
Aconite is used for the production of
powerful poisons; it is not advisable to
be used in hunting for game, but it lends
excellent results when the target is not
supposed to be consumed. Raw meat can
be laced with aconite juice to bait and kill
wolves. Fresh aconite is deadly to most
animals, including cattle; dried, it can be
safely fed to horses like many others of the
buttercup family.
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BLOODROOT

b.

c.

d.

a.

Fig. 3.11 Bloodroot
a. plant in bloom; b. unfolded flowerbud;
c. mature seed; d. rhizome

Family
Habitat
Size

cold to temperate, woodlands
and ravines
20—40 cm

Life cycle

perennial

Foraging

root and rhizome

Flowers
Leaves
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Papaveraceae | poppies

white, March—May
single basal leaf, lobed

Bloodroot
Sanguinaria canadensis

Also known as: Bloodwort. Red Puccoon.
Redroot. Sweet Slumber.

A white-flowering plant of cold woodlands. Popular and highly sought-after as
a cruelty-free replacement for blood in magical spells and rituals.

DESCRIPTION

One of the earliest spring flowers, bloodroot produces single leaves with five to nine
lobes surrounding the flowerbuds. The
petals are white and waxy, having very little scent. Flowers carry no nectar, just fake
promises—they give no reward for pollination. The root and rhizome are thick, fleshy
and orange-red inside, full of blood-red, bitter and nauseating juice. The sap is sticky
and ooze-like, easily stains the skin.

HABITAT AND CULTIVATION

Bloodroot prefers moist, rich soil and dappled shade of woodlands. If these conditions are replicated, it will grow just as well
in a garden. It is easiest to propagate from
rhizome or from the seeds maturing in late
spring. If left to their own devices, the seeds
will be collected by ants and stored in their
nests until next-year’s germination.

FORAGING AND PREPARATION

Forage the root and rhizome in autumn, after the leaves die down. Store in a dry place,
cut to pieces or powdered. Use the root or
the freshly squeezed juice as paint or dye—
permament if mixed with alum. To prepare
the juice for magical practices, steep the
diced root in red wine for a lunar month.
Always wear gloves.

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES

The juice has antiseptic properties and has
proven useful—in minute doses—in treating
mouth and gum diseases. The juice and powdered rhizome are extremely caustic, capable
of corroding tissue, allowing them to destroy
surface cancers, warts, and fungal growths.
It can create necrotic tissue in their place,
leading to a serious disfigurement. Note
that bloodroot is toxic and should be used as
a medicine sparingly, if ever.

MAGICAL PROPERTIES

The most interesting property of bloodroot
is that it can be used as a replacement for
blood in all spells and rituals requiring
that ingredient. The proportion of root
and wine varies depending on the age of
the plant (fresh root needs less wine) and
proof of the wine (the stronger alcohol, the
less is required), but a weight ratio of 1:10 is
sufficient in most cases. If the spell or ritual calls for the blood of a specific person or
animal, the root should be steeped in wine
with a hair, a nail clipping or another sample of the biological material. It is not advisable to drink the bloodroot wine; however,
if an original spell calls for drinking blood,
it should probably not be performed in the
first place (Blood Wine, p. 263).
To protect a person who was in contact with
a ghost from future hauntings, use the smoke
of the burning plant. A piece of dried root carried in a red flannel bag protects from hexes
and malicious spirits. If the identity of a person casting hexes is known, place broken bits
of the root at their doorstep to reflect all future spells back to them. Flowers strengthen
illusion magic (Illusionist's Trick, p. 264).

POISONOUS PROPERTIES

In large doses, bloodroot is poisonous to
humans and livestock. It contains alkaloids, most abundant in the rhizome, affecting the nervous system. Upon ingestion, it
causes vomiting, stomach burning, intense
thirst, dimness of sight, vertigo, and potentially a fatal coma. It can cause miscarriage
in humans and horses. Contained in the
plant, sanguinarine causes severe swelling of extremities, identical to the effects
of ingested prickly poppy. Applied topically, it promotes animal cell death and leads
to necrosis.
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PURSLANE

b.

c.

a.

Fig. 3.76 Purslane
a. herb; b. flower; c. leaves

Family
Habitat
Size

warm to tropical, fields and roadsides
30—40 cm

Life cycle

annual

Foraging

herb, juice, and seeds

Flowers
Leaves
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Portulacaceae | purslanes

yellow, blooming after rainfall
succulent, obovate, with purple margin

Purslane
Portulaca oleracea

Also known as: Pigweed. Duckweed.
Little Hogweed. Pussly.

A nutritious leafy vegetable with the power of quenching thirst even on the hottest day.
It keeps the darkness and its monsters at bay, both the corporeal and mental.

DESCRIPTION

An annual herb with smooth, reddish, often
prostrate stems on which grow opposite
or alternate fleshy, succulent leaves, oval
to tear-shaped with reddish margin, and
often clustered at joints and stem ends.
Small yellow flowers appear after rainfall,
and they unfold their heart-shaped petals
only on a sunny, warm day, then close after
four hours. Purslane has a salty, sour flavor,
strongest if collected in the morning.

HABITAT AND CULTIVATION

Purslane is a fast-growing, widely distributed herb—in many places considered
a weed, regardless of its usefulness. It prefers warm and dry climate, grows on sandy
fields and roadsides. Requiring little to no
effort in cultivation, purslane germinates,
grows, blooms and sets seeds within six
weeks. A great companion plant, purslane
provides ground cover and created a humid
microclimate for other plants. The roots
mine water and nutrients from deep soil
and break the ground, making it easier for
other plants to follow.

FORAGING AND PREPARATION

Harvest the entire plant or cut back to
a couple centimeters above ground to ensure another harvest in 4—6 weeks. Juice
the fresh leaves for medicinal purposes or
use raw and bruised; the plant is over 90%
water and very easy to prepare.

CULINARY PROPERTIES

Eat leaves, stems, and flowerbuds raw (in
small doses) or cooked as a vegetable. It is
most palatable in salads or stir-fried, but
the mucilaginous quality make is also suited as a thickening for soups and stews. The
ash of burnt plants is a salt substitute.

Purslane is most nutritious and sustaining
even during long trips through arid plains.
High in vitamins and fatty acids, fast and
inexpensive to grow, is a staple vegetable of
hotter climates.

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES

Put a leaf under the tongue to quench the
thirst; do not use too often due to malic and
oxalic acids present. Apply bruised plant to
the temples to allay heat, treat heatstroke,
and remove headaches caused by fevers.
Chew the plant or drink the juice to cure
sore mouth, swollen gums, and tooth issues. The juice, mixed with honey, brings
relief in dry coughs, thirst, and shortness
of breath.

MAGICAL PROPERTIES

Purslane has a complete control over night
terrors (Goodnight Wine, p. 263). Sew it
into a pillow or place fresh cuttings by the
bed to eliminate any bad dreams, magical
or mundane. It removes the fear of darkness in people and animals, and keeps at
bay all evil spirits or shadowy creatures
that call darkness their home. The power of
purslane is the strongest when the circumstances are the most hopeless.
Drink the juice daily to fill yourself with
positive, radiant energy that counteracts
the darkness of the mind and spirit, and increases mental resistance against dark spirits. Purslane slowly affects one's mindset,
bringing more positive thoughts and outlooks. A staunch protector, purslane is often
used in amulets against all evil, from lightning to unfortunate alignment of planets, to
gunpowder. It shows anti-magic properties
and has been successfully used in creating
counter-curses and protective circles.
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YEW

b.

c.

a.

d.
Fig. 3.100 Yew
a. branch with ripe fruits; b. male flower;
c. female flower; d. young shoots

Family
Habitat

temperate, woods and hedges

Size

10—20 m

Life cycle

perennial

Foraging

timber, leaves, seeds, and fruits

Flowers
Leaves
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Taxaceae | yews

green, insignificant, March—April
flat, dark green, needle-shaped

Yew
Taxus baccata

Also known as: Common Yew.

A highly toxic evergreen tree, with showy, red berries and flat, green needles.
It symbolizes death and rebirth, allowing contact, control, and raising of the dead.

DESCRIPTION

An evergreen conifer with a wide, stout
trunk covered in thin, peeling, red-brown
bark. In very old specimens, trunk becomes
hollow. Branches are covered in flat, dark
green needle-shaped leaves, spirally arranged but twisting to form flat rows on
ether side of the stem. Male flowers are
small but create an abundance of pollen,
while female flowers are bud-like and scaly,
producing seeds encased in a red, fleshy,
berry-like structure called aril.

HABITAT AND CULTIVATION

Slow-growing and long-lived tree, yews commonly survives for 400—600 years, with
some specimens dated at over two millennia.
Most of them are dioecious, with male and
female flowers growing on separate plants,
but some individuals are known to grow
both kinds of flowers or even change sex
with time. Yews are wind-pollinated and not
self-fertile, but do attract wildlife, mostly
birds that snack on berries. Yews can withstand even the deepest shade, can tolerate
frost, drought, and pollution.

FORAGING AND PREPARATION

Harvest twigs or wood as necessary, wearing gloves and a mask; inhaled sawdust is
toxic. Split the wood into staves, remove the
pith, seal the ends and dry. Season the wood
for at least six months to remove the toxicity. The highest concentration of the poison
occurs during winter solstice.

CULINARY PROPERTIES

The red fruits are edible, very sweet and gelatinous, with somewhat of a snotty texture.
Eat them raw after deseeding; see notes on
toxicity. Seeds have a very bitter flavor and
should never be swallowed.

MAGICAL PROPERTIES

Yew is the tree of the dead, used in rituals of
summoning spirits, restoring life, and even
in the foul practices of raising corpses and
creating undead servants. Wands and other
tools made from yew wood are particularly
common between necromancers and those
who wish to commune with the spirits of
the dead. Planted at graveyards, it creates
natural places of gathering for lost souls,
keeping them from wandering freely in the
area. Yews often accompany places of worship as a reminder of eternal life.
Weapons made from yew or equipped with
yew handles are not damaged by any poison
or acid, but instead strengthen the power of
the poison. Strong yet flexible, yew wood is
prized by bowyers and luthiers.

POISONOUS PROPERTIES

All parts of yew, save for the berries, are
highly toxic due to taxine alkaloids. The
concentration is highest in the seeds, but
the poisoning usually occurs in animals by
eating the leaves. The lethal dose for humans is about 50 g of leaves. The wood retains toxicity for months after harvesting,
and the poisonous potential even grows as
the water evaporates.
The alkaloids are absorbed quickly and
cause dry mouth, vomiting, vertigo, abdominal pain, arrhythmia, hypotension, unconsciousness, and cardiac arrest. There
is no antidote; apply treatment of atropine
of similar stimulants and counteract the
symptoms for at least six hours since the
onset. Distilled yew poison is the most active plant poison in existence, able to cause
death in an instant. The pollen spread by
male trees is also highly allergenic.
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Recipes
This chapter covers the basic methods of
creating herbal preparations, from the
simplest infusions for oral application to
incenses and baths used in herbal magic. Each method includes notes on useful preparations, representative for the
method. Follow the basic instructions
using the listed ingredients to produce
a batch of a desired preparation. Wherever possible, we have adjusted the recipes
for use in field conditions and provided
notes on replacing ingredients and modifying recipes depending on availability of
tools and supplies.
Use the described methods as a base for future experimentation. Remember to keep
notes on created preparations—as long
as you are writing everything down, it is
something akin to science. Other herbalists might be willing to compare notes, too.

MEASUREMENTS

As the methods of measurement vary between lands and cultures, we have made
every effort to make this book useful to all.
Hence, the recipes in this book are mostly
using proportions of ingredients instead
of absolute units. While scales are one of
the most important tools in the herbalist's
equipment, the use of them is sometimes
impractical or impossible. If necessary, use
other methods of comparing the weight or
volume; as long as the relative proportions of
the ingredients are kept the same, the preparation should work just fine, even if the size
of the batch will vary. If the exact proportions or plant parts are not mentioned, use
what's available. Remember that in case of
proper dosage, the aforementioned method is not applicable. If the recipe calls for
three drops of a potion to be administered
to the patient, follow it exactly.

UNITS OF WEIGHT MEASUREMENT
Metric

Imperial (Avoirdupois)

Apothecaries' Weight

1 milligram (mg) = 0.001 g

1 grain = 0.065 g

1 grain = 0.065 g

1 gram = 1 g

1 dram = 27.344 grains = 1.772 g

1 scruple = 20 grains = 1.296 g

1 kilogram (kg) = 1000 g

1 ounce = 16 drams = 28.35 g

1 dram = 3 scruples = 3.888 g

1 pound = 16 ounces = 454 g

1 ounce = 8 drams = 31.103 g

1 stone = 14 pounds = 6.35 kg

1 pound = 12 ounces = 373.24 g
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LIST OF RECIPES
1.

Anointing Oil

p. 255

41.

p. 254

Invisibility Potion

2.

Antifreeze Paste

p. 258

42. Iron Breaker

p. 260

3.

Astral Journey Cataplasm

p. 258

43. Lie Sniffer

p. 260

4.

Banishing Vinegar

p. 262

44. Liquid Luck

p. 254

5.

Basilisk's Venom Antidote

p. 258

45. Lock-Picking Gum

p. 260

6.

Berserker's Beer

p. 263

46. Love Philter Antidote

p. 256

7.

Blood Wine

p. 263

47.

Lover's Visage

p. 264

8.

Broken Heart Honey

p. 262

48. Lycanthropy Cure

p. 254

9.

Camouflage Soap

p. 265

49. Magic Detection Oil

p. 261

10.

Chill Pill

p. 259

50. Magic Sight Tincture

p. 256

11.

Closemouth

p. 260

51.

p. 258

Mending Paste

12.

Courage Oil

p. 255

52. Mental Protection Tea

p. 254

13.

Curse-Breaking Bath

p. 265

53. Necromancer's Aid

p. 266

14. Deep Focus

p. 266

54. Night Owl Soup

p. 261

15.

Disillusionment Ointment

p. 257

55. Oracle Syrup

p. 255

16.

Divine Soap

p. 265

56. Orvietan

p. 259

17.

Dream Pillow

p. 267

57.

p. 267

18.

Elixir of Heroes

p. 256

58. Peace Oil

p. 255

19.

Elixir of Life

p. 256

59. Pest-Be-Gone

p. 265

20. Energizing Vapors

p. 266

60. Philter of Love

p. 254

21.

p. 260

61.

Plant Growth Oil

p. 261

22. Eternal Bond

p. 264

62. Powder of Protection

p. 259

23. Eternal Sun Bath

p. 265

63. Protection from Evil Spirits

p. 257

24. Fertility Sachet

p. 267

64. Rain-Bringer

p. 267

25. Fey-Tal Attraction

p. 261

65. Removal of Bad Habits

p. 267

26. Fire Resistance Bath

p. 265

66. Safe-Travels Paste

p. 258

27.

p. 263

Energy Boost Gum

Package of Good Spirits

Firestarter

p. 264

67.

28. Flying Ointment

p. 257

68. Shapeshifter's Bane

p. 259

29. Funeral Lotion

p. 257

69. Shrinking Drops

p. 256

30. Ghost-Speech Syrup

p. 255

70. Sleep Elixir

p. 256

31.

p. 262

71.

p. 267

32. Golden Lure

p. 261

72. Snake Charmer

33. Good Mood Vapors

p. 266

73. Strengthening Syrup

p. 255

34. Goodnight Wine

p. 263

74. Success in Business

p. 267

35. Green Oil of Charity

p. 257

75.

36. Healing Candle

p. 266

76. Treasure Hunter

Glue of Attachment

Seer's Wine

Smoke of Purification

Summoning Candle

p. 266

p. 266
p. 260

p. 254

77.

p. 264

78. Wardroot Gum

p. 260

39. Heightened Senses Cream

p. 257

79. Water-Breathing Capsule

p. 259

40. Illusionist's Trick

p. 264

80. Wayfarer's Beer

p. 263

37.

Healing Potion

38. Hide Scent

Universal Solvent

p. 262
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INFUSIONS
A preparation of volatile plant material
(usually dried leaves, flowers, or berries),
which readily releases its active components in liquids (usually water). Boil and
pour over the herb, allow to steep for an
appropriate amount of time, dependent of
the herb (seconds, minutes, hours, days, or
even months; usually 2-20 minutes).
For a strong infusion, use 1 part of herb to
16 parts of water. For a moderate infusion,
use 1 part of herb to 24 parts of water. For
a weak infusion (tea), use 1 part of herb to
32 parts of water (ca. 8 g to 250 ml).

Drink daily to renew the internal reserves
of mental and emotional energy.
2 parts tea, elder flowers, and rose hips
1 part linden flowers and althaea root

PHILTER OF LOVE

Causes a strong infatuation and lust.
Illegal in most societies. We do not include
the exact recipe, just the ingredients to
help in identification and applying correct
treatment to the afflicted.
adder's tongue, ginger, mistletoe, vanilla

HEALING POTION

A basic strengthening infusion. Enhances
regeneration of tissue and reduces bleeding.
4 parts plantain leaves, dried
3 parts burning bush root, dried
2 parts amaranth flowers
1 part pomegranate seeds

C

Infusions are the easiest and most popular preparations, usually sold as mixes of
dried herbs called teas or tisanes, ready
for preparation by the end user. Finished
infusions can be stored at room temperature for a couple hours, but lose flavor.

MENTAL PROTECTION TEA

DECOCTIONS
A method of extraction by boiling plant
material, usually in water. Unlike infusions, decoctions are created from harder
plant parts, like seeds, roots, bark, stems,
or rhizomes.
Cover the plant material with cold water,
bring it to boil in a saucepan or cauldron,
cover with a lid, then simmer for 20 minutes to an hour. Remove from heat and allow to cool for a couple of minutes. Strain
and drink as desired or use in other preparation (syrups, creams, etc.).
The exact proportions vary depending on
the desired strength of the preparation.
Most decoctions use plant material and
water in 1:50 ratio (a teaspoon of a herb mix
to a cup of water); harder materials might
be used more than once.
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LIQUID LUCK

Bestows a higher chance of success.
1 part of each: allspice fruits, dandelion
root, dogwood bracts, fern fronds,
sandalwood bark
a single four-leaf clover

INVISIBILITY POTION

Turns the drinker invisible until the potion
is metabolized. Affects only sense of vision.
10 parts amaranth seeds
2 parts fern spores
1 part aconite root and dried hellebore petals

LYCANTHROPY CURE

Removes the curse. Drink during new moon.
6 parts peony seeds
4 parts wormwood root
2 parts skullcap flowers
1 part moonwort fronds

ESSENTIAL OILS
A concentrated hydrophobic (water-repellent) liquid containing volatile chemical
compounds. It is considered to contain the
essence of the plant's fragrance and magical potential. Extraction of oils requires
complex equipment, e.g. for processes of
steam distillation, solvent extraction, resin
tapping, wax embedding, or cold pressing.
In practice, it is best to buy essential oils
from a trusted producer or retailer and mix
them into blends depending on the goal of
the preparation. The medicinal properties
of essential oils are not confirmed. The use
of undiluted oils on skin may cause allergic
reactions, inflammation, irritation, and
even blistering.

Smeared on altars, tools, and other
materials prior to a magical ritual.
4 drops sandalwood oil
2 drops cedar oil and cinnamon oil
1 drop orange oil

COURAGE OIL

Increases confidence and overcomes all
kinds of fear-invoking magical effects.
Apply to a piece of clothing.
4 drops of ginger oil
2 drops of mullein oil
1 drop of clove oil

PEACE OIL

Promotes peace and discourages violent
acts. Mind compulsion effect.
4 drops of dragon's blood oil
3 drops of lavender oil
2 drops of rosemary oil

C

Essential oils are best used in aromatherapy or added in minute doses to perfumes,
ointments, soaps, candles, and incenses.

ANOINTING OIL

SYRUPS
A thick, sweet liquid: a saturated solution
of sugar in pure water or another aqueous liquid. Beloved by kids and useful for
disguising the taste of bitter active compounds. Unlike many other preparations,
syrups don't require preservatives and
have a long shelf life (although they might
start to crystallize; syrups containing honey or vinegar require refrigeration).
Use 2 parts of herbal decoction to 1 part of
sweetener. Mix with low heat until sugar
fully dissolves, then simmer for 20—30 minutes. Optionally, add a flavoring syrup or
alcohol, allow to cool, add an essential oil if
desired. Pour into small, dark bottles.
Common sweeteners: white or brown sugar,
maple syrup, honey, agave syrup, vegetable
glycerin, rice syrup.

GHOST-SPEECH SYRUP

Allows conversing with the dead.
5 parts amaranth seeds and cedar bark
4 parts chrysanthemum petals
2 parts yew berries, deseeded

ORACLE SYRUP

Brings prophetic dreams. Drink before sleep.
10 parts dandelion flowers
6 parts mint leaves
4 parts coltsfoot root
2 parts mugwort leaves
1 part star anise seeds

STRENGTHENING SYRUP

Helps fighting off diseases and poisons.
6 parts pine needles or tips
1 part oak acorns, powdered
Replace water with pomegranate juice in
the decoction for a stronger effect.
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APPENDICES
This chapter contains several tables and
supplementary material collected in one
place for usability.
It opens with Medicinal Use of Herbs: a table of common ailments and conditions, as
well as plants used in treatment of those.
Included are also specific medicinal effects of herbs.
The Magical Correspondences organize
the herbs based on their most popular use
in the occult. Other common plants, otherwise not descibed in the book, are also
included, to make swapping ingredients
easier in games or reality.
The Astrological Correspondences table
has been compiled from several books on
the modern occult. Wherever possible, it
lists the planets, elements, and deities connected to each herb.
The following section on floriography or
the Language of Flowers is based mostly
on the 19th-century British tradition, with
adjustments made to incorporate different
meanings from other parts of the world.
The Botanical Latin Primer is an introduction to the grammar and the vocabulary
used in creation of scientific names.
The Plant Generation Tables introduce
a simple method of creating fantastical,
magical plants, including quirks and complications awaiting the herbalist.

The Adventure Seeds contain over 40
plant-centric plot hooks and quest ideas,
ready to place in any game. The don't offer solutions to the problems, and are only
here to serve as inspiration.
The References appendix puts all of the
plants described in the Plant Guide in their
proper ecological, historical, and ethnobotanical context. It is nice to pretend that all
of them exist in a vacuum and can be implanted into any fantastical world without
strings attached, but if you are interested
in science, this appendix has what you are
looking for.
The annotated Bibliography lists the main
sources used while writing the Primer.
The author has included short descriptions covering their contents and the level
of believability, as some of them are notorious for the abundance of whimsy and barely any contact with data.
The Plant Location Guide organizes plants
by their native biome and climate, while
the Plant Visual Guide showcases the miniature drawings of each plant, for easy
picking by color, shape, or simply rolling
a percentile dice or using the spreads as
dice-drop tables.
The last appendix, the Index, lists all plant
names used in the book, including common names, scientific names, and all variants listed in the plant entries. It also covers various other topics of the book.
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Medicinal Use of Herbs
abortifactient
acne

angelica, bog myrtle, burning bush, calotropis, catnip, mistletoe,
mugwort, rue
bog myrtle, calendula, geranium, myrrh

allergies

calendula

anaemia

nettle

anesthetic
antibacterial

antifungal

antioxidant
antiparasitic

allspice, deadly nightshade, mandrake
allspice, angelica, basil, bay, burning bush, calendula, chamomile,
cinnamon, clove, garlic, ginger, hawkweed, lavender, lemon balm,
linden, myrrh, plantain, sage, sandalwood, star anise, vervain, willow,
wormwood, yarrow
allspice, bay, black hellebore, bloodroot, burning bush, calendula,
cinnamon, clove, garlic, lavender, lemon balm, myrrh, sage,
sandalwood, thyme, vervain, willow, wormwood, yarrow
allspice, clove, heal-all, rosemary, sandalwood
black hellebore, bog myrtle, burning bush, cedar, clove, fern, heal-all,
mugwort, pomegranate, primrose

antiseptic

bay, bloodroot, calendula, cedar, cinnamon, clove, galbanum, ginger,
juniper, lavender, lemon balm, life-everlasting, linden, myrrh, sage,
thyme, vervain, willow, wormwood, yarrow

antiviral

basil, cinnamon, clove, ginseng, heal-all, lemon balm, linden, myrrh,
sage, star anise, vervain, willow, wormwood, yarrow

appetite loss
arthritis
& rheumatism
asthma
bad breath

angelica, dogwood, ginger, lavender, strychnine tree
aconite, allspice, burning bush, coltsfoot, comfrey, fern, frankincense,
garlic, heal-all, mandrake, nettle, pine, primrose, willow
calotropis, coltsfoot, fern, frankincense, ginseng, purslane, thyme
allspice, cinnamon, clove, frankincense, ginger
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bites & stings

aconite, adder’s tongue, basil, bog myrtle, burning bush, razkovniche,
witch hazel, wormwood

bleeding

adder's tongue, amaranth, burning bush, cinnamon, dragon's blood,
fern, holly, horsetail, juniper, lady's mantle, lotus, mullein, nettle, oak,
raspberry, rose, sweetgrass, willow, witch hazel, woad, yarrow

blood pressure
blood sugar
bone strength

calabar bean, foxglove, garlic, hawthorn, lily of the valley, linden, lotus,
mistletoe, sandalwood, skullcap
chamomile, cinnamon, clove, dandelion, ginseng, heal-all, sage
chrysanthemum, comfrey, dragon's blood, holly, lucky hand, thistle

bronchitis

anise, calotropis, coltsfoot, frankincense, galbanum, ginger, heather,
ivy, knotweed, life-everlasting, myrrh, oregano, sandalwood, sunflower,
thyme

bruises

adder’s tongue, calendula, coltsfoot, comfrey, elder, galbanum, heather,
life-everlasting, plantain, witch hazel, wormwood

burns
childbirth
circulation
cold

constipation
cough

diarrhea

diuretic

ear problems
emetic
erectile
dysfunction
eye problems
fatigue
fever

lavender, life-everlasting, nettle, pine, plantain, raspberry
anise, baneberry, basil, burning bush, raspberry
angelica, dragon's blood, geranium, ginseng, myrrh
angelica, chrysanthemum, dandelion, elder, ginger, ginseng, heather,
linden, mint, mugwort, mullein, oregano, rose, sandalwood, star anise,
sweetgrass, woad, yarrow
basil, calotropis, fumitory, holly, mint
althaea, calotropis, catnip, clove, coltsfoot, dandelion, fern, ginger,
hawkweed, heather, ivy, life-everlasting, linden, mint, mullein,
oregano, purslane, sunflower, sweetgrass, thyme
allspice, althaea, clove, dogwood, edelweiss, knotweed, life-everlasting,
lotus, moonwort, oak, plantain, pomegranate, raspberry, rose, rowan,
sage, sandalwood, star anise
aconite, dandelion, fumitory, hawkweed, horsetail, ivy, knotweed,
parsley, pine, plantain, razkovniche, rose, rue, snapdragon, sunflower
myrrh
black hellebore, holly, mandrake, pomegranate
ginseng, lotus
calabar bean, deadly nightshade, heal-all, horsetail, ivy, sweetgrass
basil, dogwood
aconite, angelica, bog myrtle, burning bush, chrysanthemum,
dogwood, elder, fern, holly, linden, mugwort, myrrh, nettle, oregano,
plantain, pomegranate, purslane, raspberry, razkovniche, sandalwood,
star anise, sunflower, sweetgrass, yarrow
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Plant Generation Tables
d20

Name, part 1

Name, part 2

d10

Rarity

1

arrow

bane

1

widespread

2

blood

bark

2

abundant

3

crimson

bean

3

common

4

death

berry

4

popular

5

dragon

bush

5

uncommon

6

fire

fern

6

rare

7

gold

flower

7

endangered

8

good

fruit

8

near-extinct

9

ice

grass

9

legendary

10

life

leaf

10

mythical

11

raven

nut

12

snake

plant

d6

Habit

13

spear

root

1—2

herb

14

spirit

seed

3—4

shrub

15

star

spice

5—6

tree

16

sword

thorn

d6

Properties

17

truth

tree

1

culinary

18

witch

weed

2

industrial

19

wolf

wort

3

magical

20

worm

wood

4

medicinal

5

ornamental

6

poisonous
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DESCRIPTION STRUCTURE

[Name, part 1]-[Name, part 2] is a [rarity] [habit], mostly prized for its [properties] value.
It is native to the [climate] [biome]. Interestingly, it [quirk].
(Repeat as many times as desired:)
Its [plant material], when [method], will [medicinal OR poisonous OR magical effect].
Unfortunately, [complication].
Roll on the appropriate tables or pick. In case of weird or illogical results, feel free to discard
them or explain the bizarre with magic or planar travel. These tables are not designed to
produce plants that pass the realism test, only the verisimilitude.

d20

Climate

Biome

d20

Quirk

1

arctic

caves

1

is carnivorous

2

arid

deserts

2

is parasitic

3

boreal

forests

3

is symbiotic with another plant

4

cold

gardens

4

stores water in the stems

5

continental

hills

5

has a strong, pleasant aroma

6

dry

lakes

6

is always warm to the touch

7

high-altitude

meadows

7

is covered in sharp spikes

8

hot

mountains

8

is covered in a sticky sap

9

humid

plains

9

smells of rotting meat

10

ice-bound

plantations

10

grows in the tree crowns

11

island

riverbanks

11

grows almost entirely underground

12

marine

roadsides

12

only blooms at night

13

monsoon

seas

13

is poisonous to other plants

14

oceanic

shores

14

causes a strong allergic reaction

15

polar

shrublands

15

produces a lot of pollen

16

subarctic

streams

16

attracts all kinds of insects

17

subtropical

swamps

17

is a favorite snack of many animals

18

temperate

urban areas

18

often hosts bird nests

19

tropical

volcanoes

19

has a lovely, sweet flavor

20

wet

wastes

20

grows incredibly fast
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Adventure Seeds
BY JAKUB WISZ
An overgrown spruce reaches far above
the surrounding plants. Despite a lusciously green exterior, the internal branches and
needles are dried up, brown and brittle. The
yellowed grass beneath the tree is trampled
and worn, tracks lead into a foul-smelling
small hole at the trunk’s base.
A lichen-covered piece of wood sticks out
from underneath dense ferns. Barely visible letters are burned into the plank, reading: ‘The bridge is broken; turn around.’
The signpost is old but the wooden stake
it was mounted on was broken recently—
the break line is still clean and jagged. The
ferns beside a nearby narrow path seem
freshly pruned.
A ring of emerald grass grows in a meadow’s center. Golden specks of mushroom
grow irregularly on the ring. Birds and insects’ curious silence recalls a tale about
how such rings mark portals to fey realms.
A fresh trail of trampled grass disappears
right in the center of the ring.
The white mark of a freshly-blazed
trail is visible on a tree right to the side of
a well-traveled forest path. The bark has
been recently removed to signify a new
passage, yet there is not even a single blade
of grass out of order, not even a shadow of
a footstep. The trail of blazed trees stretches deep into the forest, disappearing between dense foliage.
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A little girl tries to peddle wildflowers
on the street corner. She looks hungry and
tired, her clothes ragged and at least a size
too small. If approached, she has quite the
collection of rare herbs, worth much more
than she's selling them for.
A shifty-looking stranger offers to sell you
lotus petals for a steep price claiming that,
if eaten beneath the full moon, they’ll grant
you your chosen one’s love. If you choose to
peruse the ruffian's goods and consume the
petals in given conditions: they taste awful.
A pine cone painfully strikes the back
of your head at high velocity. As you turn
around, all you see are majestic evergreens
waving in the wind. Another one smacks
you right dab in the ear—some hidden rascal must be throwing them!
While trekking through the forest, you spot
concentric mushroom circles, their red
caps with prominent white spots shining
in the sun. You can't help but feel someone
is watching you from under the broad caps,
and not with kindness.
A campfire in the woods is a good moment
to gather some berries—a bush just nearby is heavy with succulent, sweet, and red
ones. If you have a few, however, you quickly
realize your mistake as the world becomes
surreal and the tree branches reach out to
grab you.

A local wise woman peddles invigorating
teas, making a humble (but steady) living
by mixing herbal remedies. She's always
looking to buy travelers’ herbs, gladly offering pointers to locating some—including
where to avoid. According to her calculations, this year's crop of mandrake will be
more potent and valuable than ever before.
Piercing cries of terror plead for assistance. If approached, you encounter a small
boy trying to uproot a plant. The corpulent,
yet humanoid, root resists with all its tiny
limbs’ might and calls out again, shriek
piercing the air.
A fair maiden calls upon you to join her under the mistletoe. While you're tempted to
see what's this about, something feels off. If
approaching, you notice crumbling human
bones half-covered under the ferns—but
too late.
While trekking through an evergreen forest, you stumble upon a number of tall
pines, trunks stripped of bark up to about
human height. If going further down this
path, you encounter an angry bear, standing on hind legs to scare you off.
You notice a gleam under some ferns after
a rainy afternoon—just where the sun rays
scatter through the fog, creating a miniature rainbow. Investigating under the bush,
you find a small pot full of strange gold
coins, gleaming with pearly sheen.
Lost in the woods, you stumble upon
a crumbling tower overgrown in ivy. You
can barely discern the circular entrance’s
dark shape under the dense growth. The
entry leads to a tiny locked door with the
number 13 scrawled on it. A rusty little box
is attached to the wall next to it, as if awaiting mail.
A wooden pan pipe lies under the elder
tree, and its owner is nowhere to be seen. If
you play it, it makes no sound, but the leaves
rustle as a swarm of squirrels approaches.

A fawn shelters behind a thick shrub of
wolfsbane. The adolescent's legs shake
from exhaustion and terror—you soon find
out why. A hungry wolf circles the shrub
patch, seeking its prey—but doesn't pounce
into the bush. The intelligence shining
in the beast's eyes gives you pause; might
there be more to the story than just the way
of nature?
A white dandelion field stretches over the
hill, turning the meadow into a puffy carpet. The wind blows, taking the seeds on
a journey towards you. As they fly by, your
eyes catch glimpses of color, and you hear
the tiniest giggle—as if tiny faeries are joyriding the seeds.
You encounter villagers busily gathering
mugwort around the hedge. They explain
a witch just moved to the area—surely
a woman living alone in the woods must be
naught but a witch. Therefore, the whole
village gathers barrels of mugwort, despite
the early spring chill, planning to strew it
all around their houses.
A stranger pleads for help, his wife is
severely ill. Even her medical tea gathered freshly in the woods doesn't help, only
worsens her sickness. If investigated, the
woman's tea is plainly made of deadly nightshade leaves—how could the poor woman
make such a mistake, her garden seems to
be tended by someone knowledgeable?
The buzzing of bees attracts your attention. The agitated insects fly in circles
above a copse of dead leaves. On the ground,
two bees face off, walking left and right as if
trying to flank one another. A sweet-smelling lemon balm flower lies between them.
Wild mushrooms encroach upon a meadow, tall and proud. They seem tasty and
ripe for the harvest and yet picking them up
seems like a bad idea. Should you do so anyway, the evening mushroom stew is a thing
of nightmares, soon after your stomach
painfully grumbles and trembles.
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References
#001 ACONITE
Known as the Queen of Poison, aconite has a safe place in
both folklore and modern occult. Homer says that the first
plant sprouted from Cerberus’s saliva, when the hellhound
was dragged out of the Underworld by Heracles. In Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, Athena sprinkles dried aconite over Arachne,
transforming her into a spider. It is the beloved herb of Hecate,
the goddess of witchcraft, magical knowledge, necromancy,
and shape-shifting (in her aspect known as Lycania).

C

This is undoubtedly the beginning of the connections between
aconite and lycanthrophy; it was reinforced by the common
use of aconite as wolf poison (hence, 'wolfsbane'). An infamous
Germanic tribe of berserkers reportedly consumed aconite to
transform into werewolves. As the psychoactive substances contained within can cause the
sensation of growing and wearing a fur coat or feathers and all kinds of hallucinations, it was
an easy leap into full-blown fantasy shapechanging.

#002 ADDER’S TONGUE
Adder’s tongue (in real word known also as 'English adder's
tongue,' as opposed to Erythronium americanum, 'American
adder's tongue') belongs to a rather peculiar family of plants:
they have the highest chromosome count of all organisms on
Earth. Medieval herbalists thought that a person harvesting
adder’s tongue risked being followed by snakes; modern
herbalists advise against collecting it at all—for no other
reason than just because it is so increasingly rare. All of
its medicinal properties can be found in other plants; the
magical properties aren’t especially unique either, and
it makes a poor addition to a bouquet: in the language of
flowers, it symbolizes jealousy. All in all, this fern is better
left alone—and alive.
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#003 ALLSPICE

C

A staple of Caribbean cuisine, allspice (called ‘pimento’)
is the basis of Jamaican jerk seasoning. Introduced to
Europeans by Christopher Columbus in the 16th century,
which—while appreciated—does nothing to make Columbus
a better person. To protect the allspice trade, the export
of trees from Jamaica was forbidden, and all attempts at
growing from seeds have failed. It was only after discovering
the seeds need to pass though avian guts before they can
germinate that successful plantations have spread through
Tonga, Hawaii, and several Central American countries. In
Jamaica, it is abundant enough to form entire forests, which
require little attention to cultivate.

#004 ALTHAEA

C

Popular as a medicine since antiquity, marsh mallow takes its
scientific name from the Greek altho, that is ‘to cure.’ Almost
all mallows have healing and soothing properties, and were
used by cultures from China to Egypt to Rome to Western
Europe. Similarly, they were also enjoying marshmallows:
as early as 2000 BCE, Egyptians had figured out how to
make this gooey, sweet treat. They considered it a delicacy
reserved only for gods and royalty (which were, admittedly,
interconnected). The French introduced the marshmallows
we know in the early to mid-1800s by pouring whipped
althaea sap into fluffy candy molds. About a hundred years
later, the process was perfected (i.e. mallow was removed
from it completely), and now we can all enjoy a snack that’s
nothing but sugar, gelatine, corn syrup, and starch.

#005 AMARANTH
Amaranth was a staple of pre-Columbian Aztecs, used in
religious ceremonies and believed to carry supernatural
properties. According to Spanish sources, Aztec women
made a mixture of ground seed with honey and human
blood, then shaped it into idols for eating during ceremonies.
Hernán Cort és outlawed the possession and cultivation of
amaranth, reportedly in order to curb the human sacrifice
rituals. Whatever were the reasons (planned starvation
of the indigenous peoples might have been one of them),
amaranth fell into obscurity for several centuries. In modern
occult, it is considered sacred to Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec
god of Sun and the patron of Tenochtitlán.
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Plant Location Guide
C = cold; T = temperate; W = warm
plants marked with * are not described in the Plant Guide,
but have been included to provide more variety
Coasts
W

allspice

W

beach hibiscus*

Deserts
W
C

agave*

Forests
T

aconite
W

bearberry

T

blackthorn (sloe)*

W

colocynth*

T

bog myrtle

W

date palm*

cedar

W

desert pea*

clove

W

frankincense

C T

coltsfoot

W

galbanum

T

fumitory

W

lovegrass*

T

knotgrass

W

myrrh

W

cinnamon

W

ohai*

W

ocotillo*

W

clove

C T W

pine

C T W

pine

W

coffee*

C T W

plantain

C T W

poppy

T W

rosemary

W

purslane

T W

sea holly*

W

prickly pear

T W

sea kale*

T W

rosemary

T

elder

C T W

saltbush*

C T W

fern

T W

tamarisk*

T

foxglove

woad

T

ginseng

C T
W

W

sandalwood

C T W

thrift*

T

viper's bugloss*
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C T

C T

allspice
baneberry

W
T

bay
black hellebore

C T

bloodroot
W

C T

calabar bean
cedar

T

deadly nightshade

T W
W

dogwood
dragon's blood

Forests
T

heal-all

T

heather
W

T
C T

Freshwater & Banks
C T
W

C T

basil

T W

calendula

W

calotropis

C T W

bladderwort*

holly

T

bog myrtle

T W

catnip

W

brahmi*

T W

chamomile

T W

bulrush*

juniper

W

lily of the valley

T

baby tears*

C T W

heliconia*

ivy

C T W

angelica

Gardens & Plantations

linden

C T

chrysanthemum

calabar bean

W

cinnamon

C T

cattail*

W

cocoa*

W

coffee*

C T

lucky hand

T

comfrey

T

mandrake

C T W

duckweed*

C T

mistletoe

T

floating heart*

T

nettle

C T W

hairgrass

T

dandelion

C T W

oak

T

hemlock

T W

dogwood

T W
W
C T W
W

passion flower*
pine
pitcher plant*

C T W

plantain

T

primrose

C T

raspberry

T W
C T

rose

W

sandalwood

W

star anise

W

thornapple*

T

yarrow

T

yew

T W

cotton*

C T

edelweiss

marsh hibiscus*

T

elder

T

mint

T

foxglove

T

nettle

C T W

plantain

C T W

T

primrose

T W

T W

W

W

razkovniche

frankincense
garlic
geranium
ginger

reed*

T

hawthorn

sawgrass*

T

heal-all

T

skullcap

T

heather

T W

wapato*

T

holly

T W

water lily*

C T

ivy

water sprite*

C T

lady's mantle

C T W
W

vanilla
witch hazel

lotus

comfrey

T

rowan

T W

C T

W

oregano

T

W

wild rice*

T W

lavender

C T

willow

T W

lemon balm

C T

witch hazel

C T W

C T

life-everlasting
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#001 Aconite
(44—45)

#002 Adder's Tongue
(46—47)

#003 Allspice
(48—49)

#004 Althaea
(50—51)

#005 Amaranth
(52—53)

#006 Angelica
(54—55)

#007 Baneberry
(56—57)

#008 Basil
(58—59)

#009 Bay
(60—61)

#010 Black Hellebore
(62—63)

#011 Bloodroot
(64—65)

#012 Bog Myrtle
(66—67)

#013 Burning Bush
(68—69)

#014 Calabar Bean
(70—71)

#015 Calendula
(72—73)

#016 Calotropis
(74—75)

#017 Catnip
(76—77)

#018 Cedar
(78—79)

#019 Chamomile
(80—81)

#020 Chrysanthemum
(82—83)

#021 Cinnamon
(84—85)

#022 Clove
(86—87)

#023 Clover
(88—89)

#024 Coltsfoot
(90—91)

#025 Comfrey
(92—93)
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#026 Dandelion
(94—95)

#027 Deadly Nightshade
(96—97)

#028 Dogwood
(98—99)

#029 Dragon's Blood
(100—101)

#030 Edelweiss
(102—103)

#031 Elder
(104—105)

#032 Fern
(106—107)

#033 Foxglove
(108—109)

#034 Frankincense
(110—111)

#035 Fumitory
(112—113)

#036 Galbanum
(114—115)

#037 Garlic
(116—117)

#038 Geranium
(118—119)

#039 Ginger
(120—121)

#040 Ginseng
(122—123)

#041 Hawkweed
(124—125)

#042 Hawthorn
(126—127)

#043 Heal-All
(128—129)

#044 Heather
(130—131)

#045 Hemlock
(132—133)

#046 Holly
(134—135)

#047 Horsetail
(136—137)

#048 Ivy
(138—139)

#049 Juniper
(140—141)

#050 Knotgrass
(142—143)
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#051 Lady's Mantle
(144—145)

#052 Lavender
(146—147)

#053 Lemon Balm
(148—149)

#056 Linden
(154—155)

#057 Lotus
(156—157)

#058 Lucky Hand
(158—159)

#059 Mandrake
(160—161)

#060 Mint
(162—163)

#061 Mistletoe
(164—165)

#062 Moonwort
(166—167)

#063 Mugwort
(168—169)

#064 Mullein
(170—171)

#065 Myrrh
(172—173)

#066 Nettle
(174—175)

#067 Oak
(176—177)

#068 Oregano
(178—179)

#069 Parsley
(180—181)

#070 Peony
(182—183)

#071 Pine
(184—185)

#072 Plantain
(186—187)

#073 Pomegranate
(188—189)

#074 Poppy
(190—191)

#075 Primrose
(192—193)
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#054 Life-Everlasting #055 Lily of the Valley
(150—151)
(152—153)

#076 Purslane
(194—195)

#077 Raspberry
(196—197)

#078 Razkovniche
(198—199)

#079 Rose
(200—201)

#080 Rosemary
(202—203)

#081 Rowan
(204—205)

#082 Rue
(206—207)

#083 Sage
(208—209)

#084 Sandalwood
(210—211)

#085 Skullcap
(212—213)

#086 Snapdragon
(214—215)

#087 Star Anise
(216—217)

#088 Strychnine Tree
(218—219)

#089 Sunflower
(220—221)

#090 Sweetgrass
(222—223)

#091 Thistle
(224—225)

#092 Thyme
(226—227)

#093 Tobacco
(228—229)

#094 Vervain
(230—231)

#095 Willow
(232—233)

#096 Witch Hazel
(234—235)

#097 Woad
(236—237)

#098 Wormwood
(238—239)

#099 Yarrow
(240—241)

#100 Yew
(242—243)
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Index
A
aak. See calotropis
Abrus precatorius.
See rosary pea
absinthe. See wormwood
ache. See parsley
Achillea millefolium. See yarrow
aconite 44–45, 254, 257, 259, 267,
271, 306
Aconitum napellus. See aconite
Actaea spp.. See baneberry
adder’s tongue 46–47, 254,
257, 306
adders-tongue fern.
See adder’s tongue
Adiantum capillus-veneris.
See fern
adventure seeds 302
Ageratina altissima.
See white snakeroot
Alchemilla vulgaris.
See lady's mantle
Allium sativum. See garlic
allspice 48–49, 254, 266, 267, 307
alraune. See mandrake
althaea 50–51, 254, 257, 265,
267, 307
Althaea officinalis. See althaea
amaranth 52–53, 254, 255, 307
Amaranthus cruentus.
See amaranth
Anaphalis margaritacea.
See life-everlasting
angelica 54–55, 257, 259, 265, 308
Angelica archangelica.
See angelica
angel root. See angelica
aniseed. See star anise
Anointing Oil 255
antidotes 273
Antifreeze Paste 258
Antirrhinum majus.
See snapdragon
aphids 279
arrowwood. See dogwood
Artemisia absinthium.
See wormwood
Artemisia vulgaris. See mugwort
ass's foot. See coltsfoot
Astral Journey Cataplasm 258
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astrology 288
Athyrium filis-femina. See fern
Atropa belladonna.
See deadly nightshade

B
badian. See star anise
baneberry 56–57, 256, 308
Banishing Vinegar 262
basil 58–59, 257, 258, 265, 308
Basilisk's Venom Antidote
59, 258
basswood. See linden
bath 265
bat's wings. See holly
bay 60–61, 259, 263, 266, 267, 309
bayberry. See allspice
bay tree. See bay
beams of sun. See sunflower
beer 263
beggary. See fumitory
belladonna.
See deadly nightshade
Berserker's Beer 67, 241, 263
bibliography 346
birds 279
bird's tongue. See knotgrass
birdweed. See knotgrass
bison grass. See sweetgrass
bitter herb. See rue
black elder. See elder
black hellebore 62–63, 254, 257,
266, 309
black spot 279
blanket herb. See mullein
blend 264
blight 279
bloodroot 64–65, 261, 263,
264, 310
Blood Wine 65, 263
bloodwort. See bloodroot;
See yarrow
blue rocket. See aconite
blume. See dragon's blood
bog myrtle 66–67, 263, 265,
267, 310
boneset. See comfrey
bonny rabbit. See snapdragon
Boswellia sacra.
See frankincense

botany 14
Botrychium lunaria.
See moonwort
bottle brush. See horsetail
bracken. See fern
bramble. See raspberry
breadseed poppy. See poppy
Broken Heart Honey 262
bruisewort. See comfrey
bugbane. See baneberry
bulldog. See snapdragon
burn hazel. See nettle
burning bush 68–69, 254, 259,
264, 310
butter rose. See primrose

C
calabar bean 70–71, 256, 259,
261, 264, 311
calendula 72–73, 257, 261, 264,
265, 311
Calendula officinalis.
See calendula
calf's snout. See snapdragon
Calluna vulgaris. See heather
calotropis 74–75, 259, 266, 312
Calotropis gigantea.
See calotropis
camomile. See chamomile
Camouflage Soap 265
candle 266
canker 279
cankerwort. See dandelion
capsule 259
carnivorous plants 15, 17
cassia. See cinnamon
castor bean 271
caterpillars 279
cat melissa. See catnip
catmint. See catnip
catnip 76–77, 256, 258, 259, 312
catswort. See catnip
cedar 78–79, 255, 267, 312
chafe weed. See life-everlasting
Chamaemelum nobile.
See chamomile
chamomile 80–81, 261, 262,
265, 313
Chewing Gum 260
Chill Pill 173, 259

choosing plants 276
chop nut. See calabar bean
Christmas rose.
See black hellebore
chrysanth. See chrysanthemum
chrysanthemum 82–83, 255, 256,
258, 313
Chrysanthemum spp..
See chrysanthemum
Cicuta maculata.
See water hemlock
Cinnamomum verum.
See cinnamon
cinnamon 84–85, 255, 259, 266,
267, 314
clarification 29
Closemouth 260
clove 86–87, 255, 259, 260,
264, 314
clove pepper. See allspice
clover 88–89, 254, 260, 262, 315
cocktail 264
coconut 259, 261
cohosh. See baneberry
colors 39
coltsfoot 90–91, 255, 258, 267, 315
comfrey 92–93, 258, 267, 315
Commiphora myrrha. See myrrh
common heather. See heather
common holly. See holly
common ivy. See ivy
common juniper. See juniper
common sage. See sage
common thyme. See thyme
common yew. See yew
companion plants 277
compass plant. See rosemary
composting 275
compounds 27
Conium maculatum. See hemlock
Convallaria majalis. See lily of
the valley
corn poppy. See poppy
Cornus florida. See dogwood
correspondences 286-291
astrological 288
magical 286
coughwort. See coltsfoot
Courage Oil 255
Crataegus monogyna.
See hawthorn
cream 257
crop rotation 278
crown flower. See calotropis
cudweed. See wormwood
cultivated garlic. See garlic
cultivation 275
Curse-Breaking Bath 55, 105, 265
cypress. See cedar

D
Dactylorhiza spp.. See lucky hand
Daemonorops draco.
See dragon's blood
dandelion 94–95, 254, 255, 260,
267, 316
Daphne. See bay

deadly nightshade 96–97, 257,
263, 265, 267, 271, 316
deadman's bells. See foxglove
decoction 29, 254
Deep Focus 123, 173, 203, 266
devil's apple. See mandrake
devil's bread. See hemlock
devil's coffee. See witch hazel
devil's dye. See woad
devil's oatmeal. See parsley
dewcup. See lady's mantle
Dictamnus albus.
See burning bush
Digitalis purpurea. See foxglove
diseases 279
Disillusionment Ointment 73,
257
dittany. See burning bush
diur. See oak
Divine Soap 265
documentation 28, 250
dog button. See strychnine tree
dogwood 98–99, 254, 258, 264,
265, 317
doll’s eyes. See baneberry
drago. See dragon's blood
dragon's blood 100–101, 255, 257,
266, 317
dragon tree. See dragon's blood
Dream Pillow 267
drying 28
Dryopteris filix-mas. See fern
duckweed. See purslane
dwale. See deadly nightshade
dyer's woad. See woad

E
earth smoke. See fumitory
edelweiss 102–103, 256, 265, 317
elder 104–105, 254, 261, 265, 318
elderberry. See elder
elements 34
elf leaf. See lavender
elixir 256
Elixir of Heroes 115, 171, 175,
241, 256
elixir of life. See lemon balm
Elixir of Life 131, 151, 256
ellanwood. See elder
enebro. See juniper
Energizing Vapors 266
Energy Boost Gum 260
equipment 249
Equisetum arvense. See horsetail
esere. See calabar bean
essential oil 255
Eternal Bond 213, 264
Eternal Sun Bath 221, 265
ethics 33
evaporation 15
evergreen oak. See holly

F
fairy weed. See foxglove
false box. See dogwood
felon herb. See mugwort

fern 106–107, 254, 265, 267, 318
fern's flower. See fern
Fertility Sachet 137, 267
fertilization 15
fertilizing 278
Ferula gummosa. See galbanum
feshook. See galbanum
Fey-Tal Attraction 261
field horsetail. See horsetail
filtration 29
fir. See pine
Fire Resistance Bath 265
Firestarter 87, 264
flavor 247
floriography 292
florist's daisy.
See chrysanthemum
flowering dogwood. See dogwood
flower of life. See lotus
flowers 23, 265
Flying Ointment 45, 97, 257
four-leaf clover. See clover
foxglove 108–109, 261, 266, 319
frankincense 110–111, 260, 265,
267, 319
fraxinella. See burning bush
freezing 28
friar’s cap. See aconite
froach. See heather
fruits 25
Fumaria officinalis. See fumitory
fumitory 112–113, 257, 262, 264,
267, 319
Funeral Lotion 59, 151, 257

G
galbanum 114–115, 256, 258, 260,
264, 266, 320
gallows. See mandrake
gardening 274–279
garden mint. See mint
garden parsley. See parsley
garden sage. See sage
garden thyme. See thyme
garlic 116–117, 258, 263, 320
gas plant. See burning bush
generic name 294
geranium 118–119, 256, 257,
259, 320
Ghost-Speech Syrup 79, 255
giant fennel. See galbanum
giant milkweed. See calotropis
gilofre. See clove
gin berry. See juniper
ginepro. See juniper
ginger 120–121, 254, 255, 263, 321
ginseng 122–123, 256, 257, 266, 321
glastum. See woad
glovewort. See lily of the valley
Glue of Attachment 262
golden crown. See sunflower
Golden Lure 261
golden rod. See mullein
Good Mood Vapors 266
Goodnight Wine 195, 263
gort. See ivy
green ginger. See wormwood
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Green Oil of Charity 47, 257
green resin. See galbanum
grenadier. See pomegranate
ground apple. See chamomile
gum arabic 267
gum myrrh tree. See myrrh

H
habit 17
hag's taper. See mullein
Hamamelis spp.. See witch hazel
hand of power. See lucky hand
hard candy 260
harvesting 27, 278
haw. See hawthorn
hawkweed 124–125, 256, 257, 260,
267, 322
hawthorn 126–127, 258, 259, 261,
262, 322
headache. See poppy
heal-all 128–129, 265, 266, 322
Healing Candle 266
Healing Potion 254
heart-of-the-earth. See heal-all
heath. See heather
heather 130–131, 256, 265,
267, 323
Hedera helix. See ivy
Heightened Senses Cream 257
Helianthus annuus. See sunflower
hellebore. See black hellebore
Helleborus niger.
See black hellebore
helmet flower. See skullcap
helping hand. See lucky hand
hemlock 132–133, 323
herbal 250
herbalism 26
herbal magic 32
herbarium 250
herb of death. See parsley
herb-of-grace. See rue
Hide Scent 264
Hierochloe odorata.
See sweetgrass
hindberry. See raspberry
Hippomane mancinella.
See manchineel
holly 134–135, 265, 267, 324
holy ghost. See angelica
holy grass. See sweetgrass
holy herb. See sage; See vervain
holy thistle. See thistle
holy tree. See holly
honey 29, 262
hoodwort. See skullcap
horsetail 136–137, 259, 266,
267, 324
huautli. See amaranth
human root. See ginseng

I
Ilex aquifolium. See holly
Illicium verum. See star anise
Illusionist's Trick 65, 264
incense 267.
See also frankincense
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inflorescence 23
infused oil 261
infusion 29, 254
Invisibility Potion 63, 103, 254
Iron Breaker 167, 231, 260
ironherb. See vervain
Isatis tinctoria. See woad
ivy 138–139, 257, 258, 262, 325

J
jerang. See dragon's blood
Jove's nuts. See oak
joy of the mountain. See oregano
juniper 140–141, 258, 259,
263, 325
Juniperus communis. See juniper

K
karan. See myrrh
king seed. See amaranth
kiss-and-go. See mistletoe
knitbone. See comfrey
knotgrass 142–143, 256, 262, 264,
267, 325
knotweed. See knotgrass

L
ladder to heaven.
See lily of the valley
lady fern. See fern
lady's glove. See foxglove
lady's mantle 144–145, 256,
259, 326
lady's tears. See lily of the valley
language of flowers 292
Latin 294
laung. See clove
Laurus nobilis. See bay
Lavandula angustifolia.
See lavender
lavender 146–147, 255, 256, 259,
267, 326
LD50 268
leaves 21
lemon balm 148–149, 259,
262, 327
Leontopodium nivale.
See edelweiss
Lie Sniffer 163, 260
life-everlasting 150–151, 256, 257,
260, 327
lily of the valley 152–153, 256,
261, 266, 327
lime tree. See linden
linden 154–155, 254, 256, 260, 328
ling. See heather
lion's foot. See lady's mantle
lion's mouth. See snapdragon
lion's paw. See edelweiss
lion's tooth. See dandelion
liquid gold. See sandalwood
Liquid Luck 49, 254
little hogweed. See purslane
location guide 348
Lock-Picking Gum 260
lotion 257

lotus 156–157, 256, 260, 265, 328
Love Philter Antidote 256
Lover's Visage 179, 264
lucky hand 158–159, 258, 261,
267, 328
Lycanthropy Cure 254

M
maceration 29
mad-dog. See skullcap
madweed. See skullcap
magical properties 32
Magic Detection Oil 261
Magic Sight Tincture 169, 256
maidenhair. See fern
male fern. See fern
manchineel 271
Mandragora officinarum.
See mandrake
mandrake 160–161, 257, 262,
266, 329
manna grass. See sweetgrass
marigold. See calendula
marination 29
marshmallow. See althaea
Marsilea quadrifolia.
See razkovniche
masslin. See mistletoe
masterwort. See angelica
Matricaria chamomilla.
See chamomile
Matteuccia struthiopteris.
See fern
mawseed. See poppy
May bells. See lily of the valley
maybush. See hawthorn
medicinal use 282
medicine 30
melissa. See lemon balm
Melissa officinalis.
See lemon balm
Mending Paste 187, 258
Mental Protection Tea 254
Mentha spp.. See mint
metabolites 27
mildew 279
milfoil. See yarrow
milk thistle. See thistle
mint 162–163, 255, 260, 267, 329
mirra. See myrrh
mistle. See mistletoe
mistletoe 164–165, 254, 262,
267, 330
monkshood. See aconite
moonwort 166–167, 254, 256, 257,
260, 262, 330
mosquito plant. See vervain
motherdie. See hawthorn
mother of the herbs. See rue
mother's daisy. See chamomile
mountain ash. See rowan
mouse-ear. See hawkweed
mouse-not. See strychnine tree
mugwort 168–169, 255, 256, 258,
263, 331
mullein 170–171, 255, 256,
264, 331

mums. See chrysanthemum
Myrica gale. See bog myrtle
myrrh 172–173, 259, 262, 266, 331

N
nail weed. See hawkweed
nardus. See lavender
naughty man. See mugwort
Necromancer's Aid 109, 266
Nelumbo nucifera. See lotus
Nepeta cataria. See catnip
Nerium oleander. See oleander
nettle 174–175, 256, 265, 267, 332
Nicotiana tabacum. See tobacco
Night Owl Soup 261
nine hooks. See lady's mantle
nine joints. See knotgrass
noble laurel. See bay
nosebleed. See yarrow
nutrition 15
nux vomica. See strychnine tree

O
oak 176–177, 255, 258, 332
Ocimum basilicum. See basil
oghoul. See lemon balm
oil 29
ointment 29, 257
old field balsam.
See life-everlasting
oleander 271
oliban. See frankincense
olibanum. See frankincense
Ophioglossum vulgatum.
See adder’s tongue
Oracle Syrup 91, 255
orange 255
Orchis spp.. See lucky hand
ordeal bean. See calabar bean
oregano 178–179, 258, 260,
264, 333
Origanum vulgare. See oregano
Orvietan 69, 259
osier. See willow
ostrich fern. See fern

P
Package of Good Spirits 223, 267
Paeonia spp.. See peony
paeony. See peony
panacea 273
Panax ginseng. See ginseng
Papaver spp.. See poppy
paraherbalism 26
parasitic plants 15, 17
parsley 180–181, 257, 266, 333
password. See primrose
paste 258
pastel. See woad
Peace Oil 255
pearl. See life-everlasting
pearly everlasting.
See life-everlasting
pelargonium. See geranium
Pelargonium graveolens.
See geranium

peony 182–183, 254, 260, 261,
263, 333
pepper 258
peppermint. See mint
Pest-Be-Gone 67, 207, 265
pests 279
Petroselinum crispum.
See parsley
Philter of Love 47, 254
photosynthesis 14, 15
Physostigma venenosum.
See calabar bean
pigweed. See amaranth;
See purslane
pill 259
pillow 267
Pilosella officinarum.
See hawkweed
Pimenta dioica. See allspice
pimento. See allspice
pine 184, 255, 260, 262, 334
piney. See peony
Pinus spp.. See pine
pipe tree. See elder
piss-a-bed. See dandelion
Plantago major. See plantain
plantain 186–187, 254, 258, 265,
266, 334
plant generation 298
Plant Growth Oil 81, 261
plant guide 41
planting 276
plant material 26
plaster 29
poison 268
poison hemlock. See hemlock
poison nut. See strychnine tree
poison parsley. See hemlock
poison uses 272
polar plant. See rosemary
pollination 23
Polygonum aviculare.
See knotgrass
pomegranate 188–189, 254, 255,
260, 264, 335
poppy 190–191, 256, 263, 267, 335
Portulaca oleracea. See purslane
potency 35
pot marigold. See calendula
poultice 29, 258
pound garnet. See pomegranate
powder 29, 259
Powder of Protection 259
preparations 29
preserving 28
primary sources 347
primrose 192–193, 261, 262, 335
Primula vulgaris. See primrose
prince’s feather. See amaranth
Protection from Evil Spirits
51, 257
Prunella vulgaris. See heal-all
Pteridium spp.. See fern
puffball. See dandelion
Punica granatum.
See pomegranate
purslane 194–195, 259, 263,
265, 336
pussly. See purslane

Q
Quercus spp.. See oak
quest ideas 302
quickbeam. See rowan
quickthorn. See hawthorn

R
Rain-Bringer 267
raskovnik. See razkovniche
raspberry 196–197, 267, 336
razkovniche 198–199, 260, 262,
267, 336
recipes 252
red puccoon. See bloodroot
redroot. See bloodroot
Removal of Bad Habits 79, 267
reproduction 15, 25
respiration 15
rhizomes 19
ripple grass. See plantain
Risinus communis.
See castor bean
rituals 38
roots 17
rosary pea 271
Rosa spp.. See rose
rose 200–201, 254, 257, 264,
266, 337
rose geranium. See geranium
rosemary 202–203, 255, 266, 337
rowan 204–205, 263, 266, 338
rozryw. See razkovniche
Rubus idaeus. See raspberry
ruddles. See calendula
rue 206–207, 259, 262, 265, 338
Ruta graveolens. See rue

S
sachet 267
sacred lotus. See lotus
Safe-Travels Paste 93, 258
sage 208–209, 260, 261, 339
sailor's tobacco. See mugwort
salep. See lucky hand
Salix spp.. See willow
sallow. See willow
salve 29, 257
Salvia officinalis. See sage
Salvia rosmarinus. See rosemary
Sambucus nigra. See elder
sample plant 42–43
sandal. See sandalwood
sandalwood 210–211, 254, 255,
266, 339
Sanguinaria canadensis.
See bloodroot
sanguinary. See yarrow
Santalum album. See sandalwood
satyrion root. See lucky hand
savior. See sage
scented mayweed.
See chamomile
scouring rush. See horsetail
Scutellaria lateriflora.
See skullcap
sea dew. See rosemary
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seed dispersal 25
seed collecting 278
Seer's Wine 61, 263
self-heal. See heal-all
shamrock. See clover
Shapeshifter's Bane 45, 259
shavegrass. See horsetail
shepherd's club. See mullein
Shrinking Drops 143, 256
silverskin. See garlic
silver star. See edelweiss
Silybum marianum. See thistle
simpler's joy. See vervain
skullcap 212–213, 254, 264,
267, 339
Sleep Elixir 147, 256
slippery-root. See comfrey
slugs 279
Smoke of Purification 111, 267
snails 279
Snake Charmer 75, 266
snakeroot. See baneberry
snakeweed. See plantain
snapdragon 214–215, 260,
265, 340
soap 265
soil 275
sorb apple. See rowan
Sorbus spp.. See rowan
sorcerer's root. See mandrake
soup 261
spearmint. See mint
specific name 294
spike. See lavender
spotted elder. See witch hazel
spotted thistle. See thistle
star anise 216–217, 255, 263, 265,
266, 340
star of the glacier. See edelweiss
stellaria. See lady's mantle
stems 19
stinger. See nettle
stinging nettle. See nettle
stinking rose. See garlic
stinkweed. See garlic;
See tobacco
St. Joseph’s wort. See basil
storage 28, 251
stork's-bill. See geranium
Strengthening Syrup 255
strychnine tree 218–219, 271, 341
Strychnos nux-vomica.
See strychnine tree
Success in Business 93, 267
summer's bride. See calendula
Summoning Candle 205, 266
sun crown. See sunflower
sunflower 220–221, 261, 265, 341
supplies 249
swallow-wort. See calotropis
swamp star. See star anise
sweet balm. See lemon balm
sweet basil. See basil
sweet bay. See bay
sweetgale. See bog myrtle
sweetgrass 222–223, 263, 267, 341
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sweet slumber. See bloodroot
sweet willow. See bog myrtle
sweet wood. See cinnamon
symbols 37
Symphytum officinale.
See comfrey
syrup 29, 255
Syzygium aromaticum. See clove

W

unguent 257
Universal Solvent 185, 262
unshoe-the-horse. See moonwort
Urtica dioica. See nettle

Wardroot Gum 260
warlock's weed. See hemlock
Water-Breathing Capsule 259
water clover. See razkovniche
water fairy. See lotus
water hemlock 271
water lily. See lotus
water management 278
wax dolls. See fumitory
waybread. See plantain
Wayfarer's Beer 263
weight measurements 252
wermouth. See wormwood
white cedar. See cedar
white clover. See clover
white herb. See moonwort
white-mallow. See althaea
white man's foot. See plantain
white saunders. See sandalwood
white snakeroot 271
whole spice. See allspice
wild celery. See angelica
wild marjoram. See oregano
wild wormwood. See mugwort
willow 232–233, 259, 265,
267, 343
wine 263
winterbloom. See witch hazel
wintersweet. See oregano
witch hazel 234–235, 257,
263, 344
witch's berry.
See deadly nightshade
witch's thimbles. See foxglove
witch's tree. See witch hazel
witch tree. See cedar
witchwood. See rowan
woad 236–237, 344
wolfsbane. See aconite
wolf's berry.
See deadly nightshade
wonder of the world. See ginseng
wool flower. See edelweiss
wormwood 238–239, 254, 260,
264, 265, 344
woundwort. See heal-all

V

Y

T
tabacca. See tobacco
tabak. See tobacco
tablet 259
tanner's bark. See oak
Taraxacum officinale.
See dandelion
tash plant. See coltsfoot
taste masking 247
taxonomy 14
Taxus baccata. See yew
teil. See linden
thieves' grass. See razkovniche
thistle 224–225, 259, 262, 266,
267, 342
Thuja occidentalis. See cedar
thyme 226–227, 257, 263, 264, 342
Thymus vulgaris. See thyme
tilia flower. See linden
Tilia spp.. See linden
tincture 29, 256
tobacco 228–229, 256, 262, 267,
271, 343
tools 36, 249
toxic plants 271
toxins 268–273
transpiration 15
transportation 251
Treasure Hunter 260
treatment 273
tree ivy. See ivy
tree of enchantment. See willow
tree of life. See cedar
trefoil. See clover
Trifolium repens. See clover
true fern. See fern
true lavender. See lavender
Tussilago farfara. See coltsfoot

U

vanilla 254
vanilla grass. See sweetgrass
vapor 266. See also fumitory
venom 268
Verbascum thapsus. See mullein
Verbena officinalis. See vervain
vervain 230–231, 260, 262, 343
vinegar 29, 258, 262
Viscum album. See mistletoe

yarrow 240–241, 256, 260, 263,
267, 345
yew 242–243, 255, 266, 345

Z
Zingiber officinale. See ginger
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